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Poly’s festival
security plan
is still foggy

Terry Lentz s
unemployment

Organizers say miscommunication
has stalled addressing key issues
.-«f
mt

By Silas Lyons
and Pamela Slaughter

Daily Staff
Amid tensions already surrounding security at the
Open House weekend, confusion has arisen between ASI
and Public Safety over an apparent failure to communi
cate.
The Open House Com
mittee and Public Safety
Director Joe Risser are at "(Open House) is a
odds over what each sees as
a lack of contact regarding new program. Cer
safety plans.
Risser has said he feels tainly there ore some
“concerned” about the way similarities (to Poly
security is being handled —
especially since Poly Royal, Royal], but it's o group
the university’s former fes
tival, ended in a riot near of people who I think,
campus in 1990.
by and large, didn't
A lthough San Luis
Obispo Police Chief Jim grow up in the Poly
G a r d in e r s a id m o st
problems have historically Royal organization."
arisen in town — his juris
Joe Risser
diction — Risser notes the
event itself will be happen
Public Safety Director
ing on the Cal Poly campus.
Any issues that may a r i s e --------on campus during that weekend will be handled by Public
Safety, Risser said, which could be a problem if Public
Safety and ASI don’t communicate.
“It seems like they ought to have a schedule,” Risser
said. “Just a basic idea.”
Risser said he is concerned that in the bustle to or
ganize such a “huge event,” Open House planners have
See OPEN HOUSE, page 6

Ideological bent of high court
may shift with Blackmun gone
Terry Lentz used to pedal his bicycle to Robison Electronics — until he was fired for doing exactly that. Now, he s pondering
what he hopes will be a precedent-setting lawsuit that will get his job back / Daily photo by Mark Gewertz

It’s not when he showed up fo r work, he says
Robison, owner of Robison
Electronics Inc., warned him and
M W titef
Doily Star
several other workers not to ride
Electronic engineering graduate
bicycles to work. When Lentz con
Tlerry Lentz pedaled his way out of a fronted Robison about the policy,
job last month when he refused to
Robison gave him an ultimatum:
quit riding his bicycle to work.
Stop riding or lose his job.
Despite a statewide effort to
Lentz, who has been training for
reduce automobile traffic, one local
the Ironman Triathlon World Cham
business owner maintains an anti
pionships for almost a year, was fired
bicycle policy which has outraged
two weeks later, on March 18.
employees and community leaders.
Contacted Monday, Robison
Lentz, 35, claims his boss, John
By Andy Prk«

—

it’s how

refused to comment about Lentz or
his company’s policies.
“The day he fired me, he never
gave me an opportunity to explain
why training was important to me,”
Lentz said. “Everyone deserves to be
heard.”
Since his dismissal, Lentz has
researched the legal aspects of
employee transportation policies in
preparation for a lawsuit. But he’s
See BIKER, page 6

New Business Dean Haile wastes no time making a mark
By Cynthia E. Buizer

Hallo: New dean says he isn't
'cut from the same mold.'

Doily Staff Wtitet_ _ _ _ _
New College of Business Dean Allen
Haile has big plans. And even though he
has only been in office for two quarters, he’s
already making changes.
Haile, 63, realizes that the world is
changing rapidly and that the College of
Business and the university need to change
with it. He’s striving to have business
degrees match what the marketplace
wants.
But some professors there say any vision
at all is a welcomed addition to a college
that has coasted along for the past few
years without an explicit mission.
'Though Haile has only been on the job
since July, a new Executive MBA program
already is being implemented, and classes

By Kristina Van Saun
and Marla R. Van Schuyver

Daily Staff
Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun — author
of the landmark Roe v. Wade decision of 1973 legalizing
abortion — announced his retirement Wednesday.
And that has both conservatives and liberals locally
and across the country wondering who will take his place
and how the high court’s posture will change.
Blackmun’s tenure with the court began in 1970 when
he was appointed by President Richard M. Nixon. After
24 years on the high court, highlighted by his writing of
the landmark abortion-rights decision, Blackmun said it
was time to move on and give someone else a chance to
enjoy the “fantastic, intimate experience.”
“My goodness, 85 is old,” Blackmun said. His retire
ment is expected to take effect in late June when the
1993-94 term ends.
See BLACKMUN, page 2
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will be more project-driven so students
have more experience working in teams. He
also strongly believes in the value of team
teaching with representatives from all dis
ciplines. With this plan, students will learn
subjects from a variety of perspectives, he
said.

CrlPolv

Most importantly, he wants students to
“learn how to learn” so they can teach
themselves after leaving Cal Poly.

Spouts

Students design
Information minihighway to access
city records

Baseball scores a
com eback victory
over Westmont

Continuing education classes also are
being developed so that graduates can
return for two to three days to learn new
skills.

Roodilng Us

Haile comes to Cal Poly with extensive
background in the private sector and a

New York attorney Tom Dolan Advertising:
Mve up his material lifestyle
Editorial:
Fax:
lor performance poetry

See HAILE, page 3
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BLACKMUN: Clinton’s appointee may shift high court from conservatism
“Yes, I’ve been thinking about it,” Clinton said,

From page 1

Blackmun’s decision to leave came as no surprise to
local officials on each side of the abortion debate. They
say his age and recent tendencies to vote more conserva
tively were all factors pointing to a pending retirement.
Planned Parenthood of Santa Barbara’s Fhiblic Affairs
Director Margaret Connell commended Blackmun’s ac
complishments.
“Millions of women have to be eternally grateful for
(Roe V . Wade) to make abortion legal in this country,”
Connell said. “I think women owe him a great debt.”
Connell said whether or not Roe v. Wade will be
upheld lies with the justice President Clinton and the
Senate pick to take Blackmun’s place.
Connell cautioned that there are some risks taken
when presidents appoint their choice for a Supreme Court
justice. She cited Blackmun as a prime example of how
justices can change their views. Blackmun was picked as
a conservative during the Nixon administration, and
turned out to be the most liberal of nine justices.
Vickie Edwards, executive director for Crusade For
Life in Santa Barbara had a different view.
“We don’t believe the Roe v. Wade decision will ever be
overturned in our lifetime,” Edwards said. “We just have
to keep moving on and educate women.”
Edwards said the real solution lies within the confines
of the abortion clinics themselves.
“The whole abortion controversy could be ended today
if the doctors were required by law to give full disclosure
of the possible future side affects of abortion,” Edwards
said. “(That) will be the only way to turn the tide on abor
tion.”
The Supreme Court vacancy will give President Clin
ton his second opportunity for a high court appointment.
Clinton appointed Ruth Bader Ginsburg to the court last
year.
FVesident Clinton promised Wednesday to choose a
nominee “of genuine stature” to fill his second vacancy on
a Supreme Court delicately split on major issues. He
saluted retiring Justice Harry A. Blackmun as a relent
less defender of the rights of everyday Americans.
“The shoes are large,” Clinton said as he wished Black
mun well in retirement and intensified his search for a
replacement. “The role that he filled on this court is ter
ribly important,”
Blackmun informed Clinton in January that this
would be his last year on the court, so the president had a
head start in his search for a successor.

THURSDAY
46 school days remaining in spring quarter.
TODAY'S WEATHER: Morning clouds, sunny, wind to 30 m.p.h.
TOMORROW 'S WEATHER: Patchy clouds, sunny
Today's high/low : 65 / 45
Tomorrow's h i^ /lo w : 67 / 43

TODAY
Lecture • "Emerson and Student Protestors o f the 1960s," Dr.
Donald Lazerc, English department. Science E-27, 8 p.m.
Lecture • "l.essons from Great Gardens," Horticulture
presentation, Science North 213, 7:30 p.m.
ASI Election • Candidate forums, U.U . Plaza, 11 a.m. &
Chumash Auditorium, 5 p.m.

FRIDAY
Bike Ride • Registration deadline for Special Olympics
Spring Bicycle Ride / 466-4438
Thought Forum • SLO Thinkers, "Patriousm: Virtue or
Vice?," San Luis Obispo Library, 7 p.m.

UPCOMING
ASI ELECTION, '9 4 -'9 5
• Campaigning ends - April 12, 5 p.m.
• A S I E L E C T IO N -A p ril 13. 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.; April 14,
9 a.m .-4 p.m.
Nature Exhibit • "Seashore Wonders" at Morro Bay State Park
Museum, March 26-April 9, 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m, / 772-3084
Art ExhS)it • "Art of the Dunites" at Excellent Center for Art
and Culture, Arroyo Grande, through May / 481-7577
Dance Class • "World Beat Workshop," International danceexercise techniques, April 9, YMCA, 1 p.m. / 541-4071
Literature • Discussion o f "One Woman Makes a Book,"
Jane Freeburg, founder o f Companion Press, April 10,
Kennedy Library 202, 2 p.m.
Ethnic Studies • "Trojan Horses and Boxes: Ethnicity, Capital
and Ecology in the Northwest," John Kceble, Eastern Wash
ington University, April 11, U.U. 203, 11 a.m.
Agenda Items: c/o Len Atends, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fax:756-6784

Clinton said he would fill the vacancy in “an ap
propriate and timely fashion,” but aides said it probably
would be several weeks before an announcement.
There was a fiurry of speculation, and administration
officials did not dispute that Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell was high on the president’s list. Interior
Secretary Bruce Babbitt also was mentioned.
Mitchell said he had not received an offer but would
certainly consider one. Babbitt said he was not interested
and had relayed that to the president. “I very much want
to stay put,” he said.
Cal Poly political science professor Earl Huff said he is
sure the next person appointed to the court will be a
Democrat and will see “virtually eye-to-eye with the
president on all the issues.
Huff said Blackmun’s retirement gives the Democrats
a chance to restore balance on the court.
“We had a long period of time when the Republicans
were nominating and the court was going much more con
servative,” Huff said, “It’s kind of like a pendulum. It’s
time for it to swing back. The court is going to remain
conservative, but it will bring some balance back.”
Huff said he believes the court is purposefully a little
behind the times.
“I think the purpose of the court is to slow us down
and make us think about our decisions,” he said.
Besides Mitchell and Babbitt, a handful of federal
judges also were said to be on Clinton’s list of prospective
nominees, including Appeals Judge Stephen G. Breyer of
Boston, a runner up to Ruth Bader Ginsburg in Clinton’s
first search. Others were U.S. District Judge Jose A.
Cabranes of Connecticut and Appeals Judge Richard Ar
nold of Little Rock, Ark.
Several female judges considered early in Clinton’s ini
tial search also are on the White House list of prospects.
And one administration official floated a fresh name as a
long shot candidate: U.S. District Judge Ann Claire Wil
liams of Illinois, a 45-year-old woman named to the bench
by Ronald Reagan in 1985.
Solicitor General Drew Days also was mentioned as a
prospect, and some in the administration and Congress
suggested Clinton might tap Attorney General Janet
Reno.
• The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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HAILE: Peers say new blood will revive college
From page 1

varied education. He holds
degrees in architectural en
gineering, systems management,
space vehicle systems and public
administration. His Ph.D. in
public administration is from
University of Southern Califor
nia.
Compared to recent College of
Business deans, Haile is an
anomaly. He said he cares about
the university as a whole, not
just the College of Business, and
he wants to get to know the stu
dents.
Students who’ve met Haile
had only positive things to say
about him. He tries to meet with
as many clubs that he can, and
he has helped recruit for the bas
ketball, football, and women’s
basketball programs. He also
paints in his spare time, he said.
Haile lives in San Luis Obispo
with his wife Barbara and his
daughter Courtney. He also has
five other children.
Haile has received rave
reviews from the faculty, staff
and students.
“Haile comes across as being
very dedicated towards his
responsibilities both to the col
lege and to the society around
us,” said Management Professor
Barry Floyd. “He’s not narrowly
directed.”
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Bob Koob ap*ees. “(Haile)
thinks at a very high plane,” he
said. “He looks to success always,
and he’s interested in the univer
sity as a whole.”
Faculty and staff are reluc
tant to explain why Haile was so
desperately needed, but some
have mentioned that the school
has been in dire need of a direc
tion for years.
Retired Business Professor
Eugene O’Connor disagrees.
“That’s bull,” he said. “The
College of Business has not been
wandering aimlessly for years.
(The College of Business) created
an extraordinarily popular
program that was considered to
loe one of the best in the
country.”
He said he feels that those
who sensed a lack of vision in the
past are mistaken because the
interim deans weren’t in office
long enough to develop visions
and have an impact.

"(H aile) thinks at a very
high plane. He looks to
success alw ays, and he's
interested in the university
as a whole."
Bob Koob

Vice Pres, for Academic Affairs
No matter what differing
opinions people have of the past,
most agree that Haile is a great
asset to the College of Business
and the university.
“The greatest thing he brings
to Cal Poly is a sense of vision,
and he really makes everyone
feel valued and that they can
contribute,” said Marketing
Professor Lynn Metcalf.
Secretary Kathi Bruns feels
that Haile is by far the best dean
to work with of the five she’s
worked with over the past five
years because “he insists that
the entire staff works together as
a team. Morale has really im
proved (since he’s been with the
college).”
Others think he is an asset
because he is African-American.
Accounting Department Head
Jack Robison said that Haile
may be “more sensitive to some
issues than others might be.
People can look at him and real
ize that we are committed to a
diversified campus.”
H aile is cu rren tly the
African-American who holds the
highest position on campus. Cal
Poly hosts only a two percent
African-American population, yet
Haile said he hasn’t experienced
any problems with discrimina
tion.
“The only time I know that
I’m black is when I see myself in
the mirror when I’m shaving,” he
said.
Haile said some people are
surprised that he wasn’t “cut
from the same mold” as most
past College of Business deans —
not only because of his race but
because of his new ideas.
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Cal Poly students Diane Gladwell, Elba Moreno, Tod Johnson, Ida Star, Jennifer Hamiter and Melanie Hapai
(left to right) wrote software for an information kiosk to be installed in front of City Hall. A touch screen allows
access to information on everything from building permits to Italian restaurants / Daily photo by Allyson Still

Plugging into San Luis Obispo
Students’ project increases access to city government
By Chris Slates

senior project. In all, the students put in about
1,000 hours of programming time at no cost to the
city.
Business senior 'Ty Lee and computer science
senior Kurt Ottaway were the first students to get
involved. Lee became the team leader, assigning
specific areas of information for other students to
program.
Lee entered City Council and county information
and Ottaway covered the police department. Busi
ness seniors Tod Johnson and Melanie Hapai
programmed the bus routes, maps, and graphics
Floyd and Gladwell’s solution was an informa
and Hapai also handled community development.
tion kiosk — a relational database management
Business seniors Jennifer Hamiter, Elba Moreno,
system with a visual user interface. 'Translated,
and Ida Star entered restaurant and lodging data
that means the system has a touch screen similar
into the kiosk.
to the Kennedy Library kiosk, but the “brains” be
The kiosk has a dynamic data exchange system,
hind it — the database management system — are which means it can be linked to existing informa
more complex, Floyd said.
tion networks. Kiosk information would be
“I try to get students involved in real world
automatically updated whenever there was a
projects,” Floyd said.
change in the network.
The proposed site for the kiosk is in front of City
When the city failed to fund a pilot program for
Hall. But before it becomes a permanent fixture,
the kiosk, Floyd and Gladwell decided to turn to
students for help. Floyd recruited several Cal Poly the City Council must approve a hardware expendi
ture of about $15,000.
students to help with the kiosk as part of a joint

Daily Stoff Wtiter
___________
When San Luis Obispo City Clerk Diane Gladwell learned her department was losing its recep
tionist, she was concerned questions from the
public would go unanswered. But with the help of
several Cal Poly students, answers may be avail
able at the touch of a button.
Gladwell contacted Barry Floyd, an associate
professor in the Management Information Systems
Department at Cal Poly.
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The ’90s: A casserole
of polyester and clogs?

BifT asks me to go to a theme party with him on
Friday night with his fraternity, Lambda Lambda
Lambda. Graciously accepting, I have only one
question — what shall I wear?
Biff needs only to tell me the theme is
“Sensational ‘70s.” Immediately, I know exactly what
is appropriate for the affair. Judging by the theme, I
know I can expect to see either light blue polyester
leisure suits and butterfly collars or a bunch of frat
boys hanging out with their grandparents. I can even
predict such details as a disco ball hanging from the
ceiling in the center of the room and the music that
brings us all to fondly remember John Travolta in his
prime.

“It seems to me the ’90s are ju st a
casserole o f previous eras. We’re
all leftovers from past decades... ’’
I’m sure you’re all thinking; But, Amy, what if the
theme were “'The Fabulous ’50s?” Well, that would
mean poodle skirts, loafers and boys with Vaseline in
their hair.
My point is, there seems to be a theme for most of
the recent decades. But I ask myself, when I’m 40 and
am invited to a ‘90s theme party, what will I wear?
When I ask this — and I don’t question why I ask this
— I have no answer. This doesn’t mean that I will go
naked, it just means that I cannot find a theme for our
decade.
It seems the ’90s are just a casserole of previous
eras. We’re all the leftovers from past decades,
crammed together and slightly re-baked in one huge
Corningware dish.
People today are wearing much of what was “in”
during previous decades. Fluorescent colors came
back from the eighties for a short visit and I still catch
a tasteful glimpse of them every now and then.
Last quarter, when I worked in a clothing store,
we had a slight demand for butterfly collars — thanks
to the ’70s. Among other things that the ’60s has
offered today’s fashion industry: People are wearing
clogs, hip buggers — and this one I can’t believe —
bell-bottomed pants. The ’50s brought us canvas
shoes and Levi’s worn with plain, white tee-shirts.
Formal dresses have even gotten a taste of the ’20s —
flapper dresses have returned. The fashion world is
not the only area of life in the ’90s affected by previous
decades. Some of the attitudes seem to have come
back with the fashions.
Maybe it is just because I am getting older, but it
seems there are a lot of people who smoke pot now. I
think this is evidence of a hvmger for the ’60s lifestyle.
The whole “gp'anola” lifestyle seems to be reminiscent
of the ’60s also. Not to mention “The Dead.”
I think that if AIDS wasn’t an issue, people would
be just as free with sex as in the ’60s. If anyone has
read any women’s magazines these days, it would be
obvious that people are having a lot of sex — the only
difference is that now it’s protected. This is yet
another example of borrowed lifestyle.
I guess my point is that I am disappointed in our
generation but at the same time impressed. There is a
lack of new ideas in the ’90s. My mother could walk
onto a college campus today and feel as if the students
had raided her attic! On the other hand. I’m
impressed that people toda'' could mush all of these
decades together and co' up with a somewhat
diverse style.
I hope that in ' .lext six years the ’90s can come
up with some '•
,i identity.

Televisions have our minds in a trap
ByJennifer Sabían
Our minds are trapped. Something has grabbed
them and restricted their freedom to function properly.
Television has a death-gfrip on our brains.
Television does not permit us to respond properly as
human beings — it wears away our emotional responses
and creates indifference. And not just our emotions are
limited by the effect of television — our entire intellec
tual process is altered.
Our mind is a wonderfully complex part of our entire
being. It processes information, analyzes information,
controls our emotions, regulates physical functions and
more. A “machine” sophisticated as the mind can readi
ly interpret and differentiate messages aimed at it
within the course of a day.
But the mind needs time to work, to process, analyze
and interpret. More than that, it needs the freedom to
function in the manner for which it is best suited.
Television restricts that freedom; television is a mind
trap — a trap which stifles the creative and analytic
parts of the brain.
From the moment the power button is depressed,
television bombards its viewer with a virtual buffet of
images. Images of starving children flash onto the
screen, and seconds later smiling, perfectly-coifed news
anchors appear to announce the next cute human inter
est story. Flash! On-screen images appear of sweet, in
nocent puppies being trained for a 4-H project.
Later, the lawyers of L.A. Law heatedly debate topics
of first amendment rights and murder prosecutions.
Just minutes after the program ends, television news
brings us stories about Khalid Abdul Muhammad and
the Menendez brothers. The line between fact and fic
tion becomes blurred.
However, our minds are perfectly capable of process
ing the information and bringing the line into focus
once again — if we are given time to do so.
But within the minutes between L.A Law and the 11
o’clock news, a multitude of images is packed which
amuse, alarm, demand and cajole — commercials.
Nobody is given time to think. The mind is denied the
freedom it requires to process information — almost as
if the steel jaws had already snapped shut.
The trap discourages the mind from growing. In
order for a mind to grow, it must be given time to
analyze and interpret the information it receives.
Television, however, essentially tells the viewer: “Don’t
think about that anymore. Here’s something more in
teresting.”

To the friends of Dave Kuroko
Thank you very much for the beautiful memorial for
Dave. 'The tree planting was wonderful, and the words
so many of you spoke meant so much to us. It really
meant a lot to hear what Dave meant to you. We were
truly touched by the many friends who attended the
service.
A special thank you to Darren Suen and Cathy
Bandy for organizing the memorial. 'Thank you also to
the Cal Poly Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department for hosting the memorial, to Cal Poly for al
lowing the tree planting, and to the many faculty who
attended. We met so many wonderful, thoughtful people
that day. Now we understand why Dave loved Cal Poly
so much.
We always knew Dave would live on in our hearts.
Now he will also live on in the beautiful tree. Thank you
so very much for having something positive come out of
this tragedy. We will always remember you.
Signed: The loving family of Dove Kuroko

• Am y Covey is a journalism freshman. She really
does date guys named “B iff.”

The mind must be given the freedom to think in
lateral directions, to take information from one section
and apply it to another. But the trap of television
restricts that freedom.
Television does not require prerequisite information.
Nor does television require a context for information.
While still gasping for breath after a particularly-

“Without context or relationship, we
cannot analyze the information in
which we are immersed’’
amusing scene in a daytime rerun of / Love Lucy,
viewers are treated to scenes of Sally Struthers wander
ing through villages of emaciated children. Immediate
ly following, Lucy and Ethel become embroiled in yet
another hysterical plot.
Nobody is given time to think or respond, nor is
anyone really expected to respond— properly, that is.
Even shows which purportedly invite us to think —
television news programs — really don’t encourage
thought at all.
Images of grieving widows interspersed among
photographs of destroyed buildings in war-ravaged
cities flash out at us from the screen. Television
producers continually play the video footage of tragic
accidents. News shows bombard us with the grisly
details of murders, rapes, and assaults. But no context
is given to which we can relate this information.
Without context or relationship, we cannot analyze
or think about the information in which we are im
mersed.
Television is the graveyard of subtlety. The mind
trap compresses several hundred deaths into one con
tinuous image. Ideas require time and space for silence
and thought if we are to comprehend their true mean
ing.
Television does not allow us that time or space. Our
minds are stuck in a trap. A trap of our own making.
• Jennifer Sabían is an anim al science senior. This is
her first quarter reporting for the Daily.

L e h e r s P o l ic y
Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from
students, staff, and other community members. Letters
should be ty p ^ , double spaced and under 250 words.
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced and
750-1,000words.
All authors must include a name, signature and phone
n u m ^r. Students should include their major and class
standing. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed
to: Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cm Poly, San Luis Obispo,
CA. 93407
FAX: 1805) 756-6784
E -M ai): gjoynt@oboe.calpoly.edu (letters only)
Commentary submissions on 3.5" disks are encouraged.
Files should be in W ord 4.0. MacWrite,
or other common Macintosh software.
Please submit a hard copy with your disk.
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to tell. His story is intriguing,

eonifxelling and courageous, yet

at the same lime it is unusual, bizarre
and one that many people might ques
tion.
Formerly a successful New York
lawyer, Dolan sacrificed all of his mater
ial comforts to follow his true calling —
to become a performance poet.
Dolan was apprehensive talking
I-P

about his past, and attrilniled his re.ser-

in iitefaiure }inS
}ton,tb^Centr$i Coast

vations to an article published
about him in a December edi
tion of the New Times newsjra[)er. He expre.ssed
dissatisfaction
about how the

T-

newspaper down
played his artistic
ability and ¡nstr‘ad
focused on his
“ Kicdies to Rags"
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story. But Dolan
eventually warmed to telling his story.
It was only two years ago when his life made the abrufrt shift, Dolan said. He had a
secure job as a corporate lawyer making $75,(MK) a year. But one day, he decided to dro[)
everything in the Big Apple to pursue his dream as a poet.
“I just fell that I was working very hard and was not doing ..." he stopped to think.
“ It’s hard to put into words. It was like this emotion, that (being a lawyer) wasn't exactly what
I was cut out to do."
Instead, literature sparked his interest. “ I was ver\' interest
ed in literature. 1 would read during my weekends. I would read at
night instead of going out," Dolan .said. “The thing that 1 liked
about literature is that it gave you more room for c-reativity."
Dolan said the [)rocess of finding his identity was long and
laborious as he went through many different [)hases. Leaving New
York was the first major step in his search, he said.
“The funny thing about it was, I didn’t know what was going
to ha{)pen, and it was like a giant leap in the dark," he said.

See DREAM / page B4

Poetic actress Sunshine Tom linson (le ft) and Tom D olan p e rfo rm
p o e try D olan has w ritte n fo r his p e rfo rm a n ce g ro u p "D ram a
D ream " / D aily p h o to by Scott Robinson
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Movers and Shakers

Obsessed with earthquakes, dancers redifine geology
By Pamela S la u g h te r

series; he first saw the troupe in Los An
geles.
“We took a look at them two or three
The last things Californians might as
sociate with earthquakes are mobility of years ago,” Regier said. “It was just a mat
the soul and contemporary dance. But a ter of picking the right year (for them to
San Francisco ballet troupe will present perform).”
“Compelling Geological Evidence” that
Regier said he was intrigued by the
may be able to sway their opinions.
company’s work from the moment he saw
Lines Contemporary Ballet Company them. “It mixes classically trained dancers
blends classical, modem and ethnic inter with contemporary choreography,” he said.
pretations of dance to mold the perfor
King explained the classical ideal
mance piece “Compelling Geological
within
the show. “The classical is the idea
Evidence.” The group will perform at the
of
the
mobility
of the soul,” King said. “It is
Cal Poly Theatre on April 8.
anything that exonerates the higher part
The show is designed to bring people in
of man.”
touch with the troupe’s growing fascina
The company recently celebrated its
tion with earthquakes, said Alonzo King,
10th
anniversary with a sold out season at
choreographer and founder of the San
Cowell
Theater in San Francisco. It has
Francisco-based company.
“My intention is to transform the dan been nominated for three Isadora Duncan
cers into personifications of the shifting Awards and won an award in 1989 for
land masses,” King said. “I’ve tried to de- “outstanding achievement in company per
emphasize pointe-work, lifts and jumps in formance.”
favor of inventive earthbound dancing.”
King, while directing the company, also
Friday’s show will consist of five parts
founded the San Francisco Institute of
entitled, “Large Flat Food Plane,” “Urban
Sites,” “Ground and Water Surveys,” Choreography. It is currently one of the
“Whole River Band” and “Excavation — largest dance schools in California and of
fers 75 classes a week to more than 1,000
Dig and Find.”
The earthquake, shown through students.
metaphor in this show, is not the kind of
“The emphasis in class is usually the
earthquake most Californians might im same (as in the performances),” King said.
agine.
“(The emphasis is) excellence.”
“It’s a moment of transformation, of ob
The company began its tour two weeks
servation and a time to really live in the
ago
and will continue to tour the country
second,” King said.
through
June.
The show should be interpreted to fit
what the audience is feeling. King said.
Lines Contemporary Ballet will per
“Everything is a metaphor,” he said.
form at the Cal Poly Theatre at 8 p.nu
Lines Contemporary Ballet will perform Tickets are $11 in advance and $13 at
as a part of Cal Poly Arts’ CenterStage the door for students and senior
Series. Cal Poly Arts Director Ron Regier citizens and $13 in advance and $15 at
books and plans all of the events for the the door for the general public.
Daily S ta ff W rite r
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Dancers w ith th e San Francisco-based Lines Ballet Com pany w ill present “ C om pelling
G eological Evidence" on A p ril 8 in th e Cal Poly Theatre / Photo by M a rty Sohl

Taking reggae by the roots
Strictly Roots to share positive vibes with Cambria audience
By B rian V o lk
Daily S ta ff W rite r

An audience of 500 or more
are expected to turn out tomor
row to hear reggae ambassadors
Strictly Roots spread their posi
tive vibes at the Cayucos Vets
Hall.
“We’ll be out to spread some
spiritual vibes and wake up the
people’s consciousness,” said
Jahson Darnell, the group’s lead
vocalist and manager.
“We want to wake them up to
the way things are going on
Earth with all the violence, mis
siles, hatred and ozone deple
tion,” he said. “We want to wake
them up to come to the aid of
each other.”
Waking up fans is one thing
this group knows how to do. Dar
nell and his ensemble are one of
the West Coast’s premiere reggae
bands.
Last year. Strictly Roots
released its first album, “Last
Daze,” on Black Wadada Produc
tions. It became the number four
reggae album of the year
recorded in the United States in
1993.
This year, they have played
17 consecutive, sold-out tours
along the West Coast. The new
music includes lyrics that send
messages of love, “Inity” and sur
vival.
Vocalist and keyboardist
Satta has been with the band
whose own “roots” extend back to
1980 in New Mexico. She ex
plained that “Inity” (eye-nitty) is
one of the terms that defines the
philosophy of her band.
“Take out the ‘U’ in unity,
replace it with an T and you’ve
got ‘Inity,’ ” she said. “It is the
concept of oneness where love is
the beginning.”
As Rastafarians, Darnell ex

plained that band members lead
a natural way of life, devoted to
bringing people together in a
“collective I” through their
music. Darnell said this belief
stems from ancient times when
the original man, Adam and the
newly created peoples, fell into
the plights of disease, war,
hatred and greed. Darnell said
all these caused people to ‘move
away’ from each other, thus
moving them further from their
solutions and closer to their
problems. But, he said, there is
hope.

It was prophesied
that... Jah (God)
people would
come together to
one mind and it
will be a new age
on Earth
Jahson Darnell

Lead Vocalist
“It was prophesied that we’d
wake up and come together and
remember the ‘I’ as opposed to
the ‘me’,” Darnell said. “Jah
(God) people would come
together to one mind and it will
be a new age on Earth.”
In addition to getting their
message of oneness across, Dar
nell said the band tries to ‘keep it
hip’ and make the music fun for
everyone. The band has been
working on this specific aspect,
especially for their soon-to-be
released second album, “Vision
in the Morning.”
The new album, to be released

within the next three to six
months, will feature new mem
bers Mingo Lewis and Rason
Jahmal.
Lewis, formerly with Carlos
Santana and Chick Corea, was
voted best percussionist two
years in a row by “Down Beat”
magazine, Darnell said.
Darnell thinks listeners will
notice that the band has adapted
a more youthful sound. This is,
in part, due to the addition of
17-year-old Jahmal, the youngest
member of the band. Jahmal’s
hip-hop, Jamaican-style rap and
dance hall influences have
helped diversify the band’s
sound, Darnell said.
Jahmal, who is Darnell’s son,
said he is excited to move a
crowd to his drums and DJ vo
cals.
“I want all the youngsters to
come out and enjoy the band,”
Jahmal said. “I know that (the
Central Coast) doesn’t get a lot of
the bigger bands that often. This
is one event you will not want to
miss.”
The eigh t-m em ber R as
tafarian arrangement also in
cludes lead vocalist and bass
guitarist Jacob Bent, rhythm
guitarist Dell Ricky Carter,
formerly of the Rastafarians,
lead guitarist Ambassa and Ras
Don Juan on keyboards.
The group plans to tour
Europe and Japan and will
return in August for “Reggae on
the River,” the West Coast’s
largest outdoor reggae celebra
tion held in Humboldt County.
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G eorge M. C ohan’s com edy-farce “ M a h e m on th e M o u n ta in to p ,“ is
fe a tu re d at Oceano's G reat A m erican M e lo d ra m a / P h oto by A u stin's

Melodrama honors man
who 'owned' Broadway
By Teresa L e tizia
D aily S ta ff W rite r

A unique blend of mystery, ac
tion and comedy, the current
p rod u ction of th e G reat
American Melodrama’s “Mayhem
on the Mountaintop” is a success
among young and old playgoers
alike.
The comedy-farce was written
by playwright, producer and per
former George M. Cohan. The
story exists not only as a play
and a book but was one of the
great silent movies of the 1920s.
Cohan also wrote such endur
ing songs as, “Yankee Doodle
Dandy” and “Give My Regards to
Broadway.” But now, the regards
go to him.
The Melodrama’s Vaudeville
Review — which follows the play
The concert will be held at — is dedicated to a medley of
the Cayucos Veterans Hall, 70 Cohan’s songs. Eric Hoit, who
North Ocean. Tickets are $9 directs and choreographs the
for students and $10 general review and the play, calls Cohan,
ctdmission. Doors open at 8 “a high energy performer — a
p.nu and the concert starts at
song and dance man.”
9 p.m.
Included in the review are two

tap dance numbers and a
ventriloquist comedy sketch.
Hoit said he is fortunate to have
enough talented performers in
his company to put on the show.
Hoit is an accomplished per
former and choreographer who
h a s w o rk ed c o n s is t e n t ly
throughout the country. For five
years Hoit has served as busi
n ess m anager
fo r t h e
Melodrama, a place he calls
home.
He said “Mayhem on the
Mountaintop” was a challenge to
direct because it contains so
many elements. The play is not
w ritten in the traditional
melodramatic style; there is no
clear-cut villain or good guy. The
plot starts out as a mystery,
turns into a comedy and ends
with a twist. “But I can’t tell you
(the ending),” Hoit confided. “'The
audiences are sworn to secrecy.”
The story béguins when writer
William Magee (Christopher
Kern) travels to a mountain inn
to find some peace and quiet in
See MELODRAMA, page B1
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Hiatt turns Fremont into living room
Seasoned rocker rips out diverse repertoire o f rock, country and blues
By Chris S lates
Daily S ta ff W rite r

There’s just no substitute for
experience. Seasoned rocker
John Hiatt proved this last Wed
nesday night to an audience at
the Fremont Theatre while
cranking out songs from “Perfect
ly Good Guitar,” his latest, criti
cally-acclaimed album.
Hiatt and his band. The Guil
ty Dogs, are on tour supporting
the album. Featuring Michael
Ward (School of Fish) on lead
guitar, Michael Urbano on
drums and Davey Faragher on
bass. The Guilty Dogs are serv
ing notice: Rock is alive and well
in the nineties.
The band’s sound is as eclectic
as their appearance. In baggy
blue jeans and a shirt with
rolled-up sleeves, Hiatt looked
out of place next to bandmate
Ward, who sported a shaven
head, black clothes and a somber
expression. But the recipe
worked. The result was harddriving rock, with a little blues,
country and three-chord guitar
crunching thrown in for flavor.
Hiatt started out the concert
solo with “Through Your Hands,”
a mellow ballad with an almost
country twang. He then brought
out the rest of the band for a
repertoire of hard-edged music.
The Guilty Dogs were solid
throughout the concert, but they
outdid themselves on “Straight

Outta Time.” With the smooth
timing of a true bluesman and
the angst only a forty-something
rocker can understand, Hiatt
spun the tale of a man whose life
had somehow passed him by.
The song featured two solos
by Ward. The poignant, haunting
sound of his guitar echoed the
lyrics Hiatt whispered, screamed

the tongue-in-cheek “The Wreck
of the Barbie Ferrari” (about a
multiple-doll homicide) to the
dramatic “Something Wild,” in
which he squatted down and
stalked the microphone, an
eldritch beast in the eerie green
light.
Hiatt had a way of making
people feel at home, joking and
talking about his family between
songs. After jamming with The
Guilty Dogs for a while, he sent
the band offstage and spent some
time alone with the audience.
Trading his guitar for a small
keyboard, Hiatt shared two new
ballads with his fans. “Friend of
Mine” was a moving epitaph,
while “Have a Little Faith in Me”
was a heartfelt serenade. It was
hard to believe this was the same
rocker who was strutting, howl
ing, strumming and picking like
a man possessed a few songs ear
lier.
As a singer-pianist, Hiatt is
reminiscent of Billy Joel or Ray
Charles; his music is truly an act
of love. But this comes as no
surprise, since he is also an ac
complished songwriter.
Hi a t t is al ready wellrespected among artists he has
written for, including Roseanne
Cash, Iggy Pop, Bob Dylan and
Bonnie Raitt. After all the time
he’s spent making other artists
sound good, John Hiatt has final
ly assumed his rightful place on
stage.

Hiatt had a way
of making the
audience feel at
home, joking and
talking about his
family between
songs
and howled, as he ran the gamut
from quiet desperation to angry
defiance of the inevitability of
time. Meanwhile, the drummer
and bass player were nearly in
visible as they blended seamless
ly into the tapestry of the song.
Hiatt was a consummate
showman, possessing a full
repertoire of grimaces, smiles
and funky looks and throwing in
plenty of body language for good
measure.
His performance ranged from

order to write. Instead, he en
counters robbery, murder, politi
cal intrigue and romance - all
contributing elements of the high
emotion and fast action expected
of a Melodrama production.
The Melodrama’s theater was
r e mo d e l e d l a s t ye ar for
playgoers’ convenience, but the
stage and seating area has not
been changed. Owner and
producer John Schlenker said
the modest remodeling is at the
request of long-standing patrons
who don’t want to see one chip of
the sawdust ambience altered.
The improvements include
repainting of the theater, a com
pletely new bar area and
u p g r a d e d a nd e x p a n d e d

FRIDAY, APRIL i
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bathrooms. New paved parking
with security lights has also been
added and plans for an outside
patio are in the works.
After observing audiences
during the first week of perfor
mances, Hoit said he felt satis
fied that the mystery and humor
he had intended to convey to
audiences was indeed getting
through. Viewers seem to be en
joying themselves, he said, saw
dust and all.
“Mayhem on the Mountaintop** will run through May 1
on Wednesday through Sun
day evenings. For reserva
tions and information, call
489-2499. Discounts available
for groups, seniors, and
children.

o Bottle plays SLO B rew ing
Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a $2 cover,
o B ackstage Pizza presents
acoustic duo Inga and Evan at
1:30 p.m. No cover,
o F. M cClintock’s Saloon fea
tures Monte Mills at 10 p.m. No
cover.
o Acoustic guitarists Jenn Gut
tler and Michael Cerda play
Osos Street Pasta & Subs at 8
p.m. No cover.
o Blackberry Jam plays Tcrtilla
Flats at 10 p.m. for a $3 to $5
cover. Discount with a student
I.D.
o Earthling Bookshop
presents contemporary duo Inga
and Evan at 8 p.m. No cover.

Cal Poly - San Luis Obispo
Housing and Residential Life - Student Affeiirs Division

Paris
$174 f
Athens
Frankfurt
Tokyo
Amsterdam
London
Costa Rica

C o u n c i l l l ’a v c l
903 Embarcadero del Norte* IslaVtsla,CA 93117

805- 5 6 2 - 8 0 8 0
Eurailpasse$ issued on-the-spot!

SATURDAY, APRIL 9

o SLO B rew in g Co. presents
Inka Inka at 9:30 for a $3 cover.

o SLO B rew ing Co. features
Shival Experience at 9:30 p.m.
for a $3 cover.

o Acoustic group More Tea Vicor
plays Osos S treet Pasta &
Subs at 8 p.m. No cover.

o Acoustic duo Locke and Lee
play Osos Street Pasta & Subs
at 8 p.m. No cover.

o JoJo plays college rock at
B ackstage P izza at 2 p.m. No
cover.

o F. M cClintock’s Saloon fea
tures the Road Dogs at 10 p.m.
No cover.

o The Road Dogs play F.
M cClintock’s Saloon at 10
p.m. No cover.

o Morro Beethoven performs at
E arthling B ookshop at 8 p.m.
No cover.

o Guitarist Sue Haas performs
at E arthling B ookshop at 8
p.m.
o Uncle Vinty’s comedy show is
featured at L innaea’s Cafe at 9
p.m. for a $5 cover at the door.

o Three Sheets to the Wind/Sea
Shanty performs at Linnaea’s
Cafe at 8 p.m. No cover.

A

Are You interested in Becoming
a Summer Resident Advisor?
If so, please attend one
of these information sessions.
Applications will be there!

$434*
$255*
$259*
$259*
$259*
$232*

•farts are each wa/ Iron) los Afi3cles based on a
fouxRjp prjchase. Res&xtionsapplyand laxes no(
inckided. Student status maybe recjueed.

John H ia tt storm ed th e Frem ont T h e a te r last W ednesday to p e rfo rm
songs fro m “ Perfectly G ood G u ita r* / D aily p h o to by Scott Robinson
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7 p.m. •Sierra Madre Hall
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Wednesday, April 13 ^
8 p.m. ■Santa Lucia Hall

For further information, contact the
Departm ent of Housing anci Residential Life
at 756-6125
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DREAM: Lawyer turned poet finds satisfaction in new lifestyle in San Luis Obispo
From B1

That leap lead to a two-month
journey across the country with a
bicycle as his only traveling
partner. He journeyed through
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Min
nesota, South Dakota, Wyoming,
Idaho and Oregon before settling
in San Luis Obispo.
Dolan said traveling alone
was soothing and educational. “I
don’t think that I would have
learned as much as I did travel
ing on a bicycle if I would have
gone with somebody else,” he
said. “Just to be out there in the
middle of nowhere all by yourself
IS really comforting.”
The county roads in Pennsylvania
were
especially
memorable, Dolan said. “There’s
no traffic, one car every ten
minutes, rolling hills, birds sing
ing...you can just get in those
frames of mind where you’re just
thinking about your life because
your mind is so relaxed,” he said.
In fact, Dolan said some of his
best poem ideas were created
while he was on the road.
“I’d have a personal ex
perience and then a period of
time where it would simmer and
later be expressed through

poetry,” he said.
But Dolan said writing poetry
is often spontaneous and “can’t
really be planned.
“The emotions are so power
ful, and the last thing I’m think
ing about is writing about it,” he
said.
After settling in San Luis
Obispo, Dolan began to turn his
dream into a reality. He created
“Drama Drum,” a performance
group that included the sounds
of conga, bongo and djembe
j drums played by various
■ musicians who drifted in and out
of the gi'oup.
“Drama Drum” later evolved
into “Drama Dream” when
musician-sculptor Jan Orbom
j joined Dolan’s group. Orbom
plays the conga, bongos, flute
and flamenco guitar. Dolan
described “Drama Dream” as
“poetry presented in a dramatic
way with choreography accom
panied by music.”
Dolan writes and performs his
own original poetry, but has
recently included some of
Shakespeare’s works in his show.
“I lik e
to p e r f o r m
Shakespeare because it’s not just
flowery literature. It’s very
powerful and emotional,” he said.
“I try to do a passionate, realistic

The powerful excerpt Dolan
performed was taken from one of
his most popular poems, “Eagles
and Hawks.” He said the poem
gives him “a feeling of flight and
beauty, yet it has a very serious
side to it.”
He began reciting another of
his well-liked poems, “Sanitary
Barbara,” but was distracted and
stopped in the middle of it. A
man began playing the piano,
people were talking loudly and
dishes were clanging. He said
there were too many distractions
for him to concentrate.
“I like complete silence, but
I’m not a fanatic,” Dolan said.
His ideal situation is a “cramped,
intimate situation” with an
audience of 30 to 50 people, he
said.
Another important ingredient
for a successful performance is
how he pr e pa r es for it
beforehand.
“Before a performance, I al
ways work out very vigorously
because it helps me overcome the
by
Eagles
initial stage fright,” he said. “The
Eclipsing all that’s fair
important thing about physical
Eagles
fitness is it’s wonderful for clear
Cutting ellipses through the ing the mind and reducing ten
air
sion.”
Where the air is cold, quiet
Dolan said he often gets so
and thin...”
worked up for his performances
that it is difficult for him to wind
down. “T h e r e ’s a lo t of
adrenaline going and I find that
after a performance, it’s difficult
for me to sleep.”
Wearing dark sunglasses has
also become part of Dolan’s stage
persona, and he said they are not
just used for looks. He said he
wears them during his perfor
mance because they help him
concentrate on reading the lines
in his head.
“I can see the pictures that
I’m creating,” Dolan said. “And I
don’t want people to think that
I’m ignoring them by closing my
eyes.”
Dolan said he also uses his
sunglasses as a mask, which
» parallels his shy personality.
“Part of the reason I became a
lawyer was to overcome my shy
ness, but it didn’t work,” he said.
Poetry, he said, has helped
him tackle that obstacle. “Never
before in my life have I been
comfortable with public speak
ing, but I did my first public ap
pearance in July and things
started to gel,” he said.
Cal Poly English junior Char
lie West first met Dolan when
“Drama Drum” performed at a
Halloween party last October.
LUI S O B I S P O . CA.
West said he was immediately
interested in Dolan’s poetry and
performance — like it’s really
happening.”
Santa Margarita resident
Sunshine Tomlinson met Dolan
at Linnaea’s Cafe after one of his
performances and has since
joined his production. She plays
Lady Macbeth in Dolan’s rendi
tion of Shakespeare’s Macbeth.
“Tom is really easy to work
with,” she said. “As a person he’s
laid-back, but as a performer,
he’s very intense.”
Dolan demonstrated that level
of intensity when he spon
taneously recited a poem halfway
through the interview at Lin
naea’s Cafe.
For that moment, he trans
formed himself into a bird. He
made a swooshing sound like
that of the wind, and he flapped
his arms as if they were wings.
“Eagles, soaring in the sky
Away!
Way up above those forgotten
heights
Of dead Decembers long gone

1

S K r YOURSELF APART...

1

I

n e xt year,

|

e n jo y

q u ie t and p r iv a c y

at

Ii 5 T A F F O and
P G A K D E ]M 5 I1
Ca$

I D E L U X E O N E AND T W O BEDROOM T O W N H O M E S
I
4 blocks from campus

LEADING NOW FOR FALL QUARTER
C A L L 5 4 3 - 2 0 3 2 for more information
OFFICE

AT

14(X) S T A F F O R D

ST.

SAN

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
BUILDING #124
SPRING QUARTER GROUP
To sign up for any o f the groups, contact the Receptionist
(756-2511) Monday -Friday from 8-5.
Most o f the groups will start the second week o f the
quarter, so sign up early.

became a regular audience mem
ber.
In January, West said he got
the chance to perform with
Dolan at a dinner party. He said
he played the congas and also
recited a poem he wrote while
Dolan took a break from his act.
“Tom is extremely artistic,
charismatic, witty and emotion
al,” West said. “His performances
are always different.”
“Drama Dream” has per
formed at various places in the
area including Linnaea’s Cafe,
Molly’s Coffee House in Cambria,
Coffee ‘n’ Things in Los Osos,
Coalesce Bookstore in Morro Bay
and the Excellent Center for Art
and Culture in Grover Beach.
Although Dolan said he is
happy doing what he loves, he is
not necessarily satisfied with the
lifestyle that often accompanies
a struggling artist. With his
bicycle as his transportation and
a garage as his home, Dolan’s
lifestyle is not nearly as
glamorous as it was in New York.
Before the garage, Dolan was
a homeless poet and spent many
nights in the woods or at the
Mission San Luis Obispo de
Tolosa. The meager income he
makes from his performances
and odd jobs around the area is
just enough for him to survive.
“I’m not at all content with
my lifestyle. I’m overwhelmed
with what has happened to me
as a performing artist,” Dolan
said. “I love poetry, but in order
to do that, I have this lifestyle
that I’m not happy with at all.”
But overall, there are no
regrets.
He said he hopes to inspire
college students with his story
because although he didn’t
choose the right career at first,
“it is never too late in life to
change.”
He even had a word or two of
advice. “Don’t go into a field of
study or a field of work because
it seems like the rational thing to
do,” he said. “If you find some
thing that you really love doing,
that you’re passionate about,
that’s all that matters. Listen to
your instincts, your emotions,
and your feelings. The so-called
practical things will eventually
take care of themselves.”
“The key is to never give up,”
he said.
“Drama Dream” will be
performing in the University
Union Art Galerie at 8 p.nu
on Sat., April 16.

CAREER FAIR
April 21,1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^'^ is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on April 21, 1994.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

Stress Management

Monday, 3-5

Dr. Aiken

Relationship Skills

Tuesday, 3-5

Dr. Alexander

Adults Molested as Children

Wednesday, 2-4

Dr. Axelroth
Dr. Dirkes

Women's Group

Thursday, 2-4

Dr. Dirkes

Re-Entry Group

Monday, 3-4

Dr. Diaz
Julie Smith

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

.ailOLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Three strikes bill makes
ballot, could ‘save money’
By John Howard

Associated Press
S ACRAMENTO — The
“Three Strikes, You’re Out” crime
initiative qualified for the
November election ballot Wed
nesday, and a new study con
tended it would actually save
money.
The initiative is identical to a
bill signed into law by Gov. Pete
Wilson last month. It would re
quire sentences of 25 years to life
for people convicted of a third
felony.
Also Wednesday, a report
from Wilson’s research office con
tended the initiative would save
society $55 billion over the next
30 years by reducing crime and

reducing medical, insurance and
security costs.
That rosy report was in stark
contrast to preciictions by prison
experts and the Legislature’s fis
cal adviser, who said the initia
tive could cost up to $21 billion
over the next two decades in new
prisons for up to 81,000 new in
mates.
The l e g i s l a t i v e anal ys t
predicted “Three Strikes” would
cost an additional $75 million
per year at first, and up to $2.8
billion more annually within 10
years.
Wilson faces a tough re-elec
tion campaign and has seized
upon crime prevention as a
major issue.

King injured by fall

doctor savs

not police beating

ment, rather than from police
Associated Piess
baton blows.
“The fractures and soft tissue
LOS ANGELES — A medical
expert whose testimony was injuries were most consistent
challenged previously was per with a fall, a head-in-motion in
mitted to testify Wednesday that jury on a flat surface,” said Dr.
Rodney King’s injuries were sus Dallas Long.
He based part of his opinion
tained when he fell to the paveBy Undo Deutsch

on the discovery of a grain of
gravel embedded in King’s face
weeks after the beating.
“It would probably be the
result of a head-in-motion impact
on the surface where the gravel
was centered, such as a road
way,” he said.

SIMPLY

He's got bis SH. 00 ready to come to
the Melodrama Wednesday night!

“THE BEST”

MARCH 17-MAV 1

MAYHEM ON THE
MOUNTAINTOP
by G eorge M. C ohan
>

A wonderful medley of
mystery and intrigue...

You must see this one!
ALL SHOWS FOLLOWED BY A VAUDEVILLE REVUE
WITH LOTS OF SONG, DANCE AND COMEDY

0
14 Q O

Tours Daily Before 5 PM
Ollice Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 AM-9 PM.
Sunday 12 PM-5 PM
One Muslang Drive,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
547-9091 or (800) 793-8431

CAi's

( The Great^\merican

t o n i:

WAi. tlur« t4UVI%»<

M E L O D R A M A ))
'

\lc t V A U D E V ILLE J j
eolo KERI

studio (sloo' dc-b") n. economical
housing available at Mustang Village
designed with the student in mind. Fully
furnished apartment, full kitchen with
microwave, and private bathroom. Be
surrounded by new friends while
experiencing the true definition of privacy.

GREAT SNMKSI
Present this coupon fo r our

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL!

4

T ick ets a v a ila b le at d o o r o n ly
No a d v a n c e r e se r v a tio n s a c c e p te d at S8.00 p rice • E xpires 5/1/94
VALID WEDNESDAY EVENINGS ONLY

STUDIOS
P E E K Iy iR E C T D R A PPLIC '-A TIU N S D U E
APRIL 11th

p i c :k u p a p p l i c a t i o n s n o w a t

M U S T A N U V ILLA U E !

We recommend catling fo r sbou’times and seating availability

Hwv ONE

489-2499

ocem o

I f you d o n ’t r e a d y o u r
te x tb o o k s now ,
o f tim e to
r e a d th em later.

iiOiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii>!^piNiili>.-..-..........................- .....

« Invest I» yim

Ice Cream Sandwich
Vanilla Drumstick
Fudge Drumstick
Polar Bar
Snickers
Klondike
It's-It
Cal Poly Ice Cream Cups
• Cookies-n-Cream
• Olallieberry
• Chocolate
• Vanilla

Persuasions
cream
outside
Dexter B

..........

the book.

Look for

■imt

wa**.»», .
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BIKER: His shifting gears meant shifting jobs
From page 1

team up for an Open House before the Open House

Free Food & Prink!
Plus...Sly 9 6 prize wheel loaded with:
CD'S, Friobees, T-Shirts, and a whole
lo t more!

Saturday, April 9th
12:00pm - 3:00pm
Poolside a t S ten n er Glen
1 0 5 0 Foothill boulevard

m in tAis tn il

had difficulty finding clearly
defined laws to which he can
refer in a possible confrontation
with Robison’s company. He
hopes the outcome of his case
will establish a legal precedent.
To help pay for any legal costs
which may be incurred in a legal
battle with his former employer,
Mid-State Bank has established
a donation fund in Lentz’s name.
If he wins his case, Lentz says he
will use settlement money to
repay the fund and to promote
bicycle safety and awareness
programs.
“Everybody has been really
supportive of me,” he said. “I
don’t like a lot of attention, but I
believe it’s necessary.”
Indeed, the community ap
pears to be behind Lentz. Be
sides the numerous phone calls
he has received at his Atascadero
residence, Lentz says Robison’s
office has been flooded with
phone calls protesting his anti
bike policy.
Szin Luis Obispo offers several
transportation options for people
who choose not to drive to work,
funding and
implementing
programs which provide non
drivers with cost-effective, con
venient alternatives. Among
them is the Regional Rideshar
ing Program, coordinated by Cal

OPEN HOUSE: ‘Miscommunication’ leaves
gaps in security weeks before festival
From page 1

Valeneia

The Most Complete
Student Housing
Com plex in Town!
Private Rooms at Discount Prices
Private Fitness Center with Modern Equipment
Large, Plush TV Lounge with a Giant 70 inch TV
Computer Center and Study Room, When Quiet is a Must
Large Pool Area for Sun Tanning
Located Only Minutes from School and Shopping
Water, Trash and Gas are all Paid by Valencia
Three different Payment Plans to Choose From
NEW THIS YEAR - Good Student Discounts*
*4.00 GPA — 10 7o Discount
3.50 GPA — 77o Discount
3.00 GPA — 5% Discount
If reserving an apartment now for next year seems a liitle premature, it's not.
It’s truly the best time. Why? Because you can take advantage of Valencia's
Early Bird Specials and SAVE BIG D O L L A R S !!
To help get you motivated a little early, Valencia Apartments is offering our
BIGGEST SPECIAL EVER . . . THE FIRST 10 0 A P P LIC A N T S TO SIG N A
NINE M O N TH LEASE FOR NEXT FALL W IL L RECEIVE $ 1 0 0 OFF OF
THEIR M O V E -IN COSTS!

Take a tour and sign up before April 30th and you'll also be entered
into a drawing to receive:

FA LL'S TUITION F R E E
Today under new management, Valencia Apartments offers students
more amenities and greater flexibility than ever before.
'^Details at Complex

5 5 5 R A M O N A D R IV E
5 4 3 -1 4 5 0

Poly journalism graduate Tom
Fulks.
Fulks expressed disappoint
ment that a local business owner
such as Robison would reject the
initiative taken by what he con
siders a model employee and
citizen like Lentz.
Fulks is but one of many
public officials who are angered
by Robison’s policy.
City Councilmember Bill
Roalman calls Lentz’s firing “out
rageous.”
Upon speaking with Robison
in a phone call from his
downtown San Luis Obispo of
fice, Roalman was shocked to
learn firsthand of Robison’s mo
tive for firing Lentz.
Of Lentz, he said: “Someone
with that initiative, who gets up
early and comes to work in the
best of health is someone you’d
want to have around.”
When Robison confirmed his
policy to Roalman, Roalman
called him a “jerk.” Roalman al
leges Robison then threatened to
ensure that he would never be
elected to city council again.
Lentz believes employees are
intimidated by the my-way-orthe-highway approach.
Lentz chose the highway, and
has found employment else
where, at Howard R. Strasbaugh, Inc., a San Luis Obispo
manufacturing company.

left him out of the loop.
'This translates into a lastminute crunch for Public Safety,
Risser said.
He said the lack of a master
plan for security will leave him
making last-minute decisions on
how many extra officers to staff
for the event and other ad
ministrative issues vital to cam
pus safety.
Current plans are to staff
$3,000 worth of extra police and
parking officers. But Risser said
nothing can be finalized until the
link with ASI is established. He
was scheduled to meet with ASI
President Marquam Piros late
Wednesday.
ASI Executive Vice President
Louie Brown said Risser’s con
cerns aren’t well-founded.
“We have a tentative schedule
done,” Brown said Wednesday
morning. “He knows the hours
that we’ve planned. We can’t un
derstand how people can be con
fused.”
_ Wendy Schilling, director for
facilities and logistics for Open
House, said as of this week,
Risser will be included in the
planning for Open House as a
member of the Open House
Steering Committee.
“Personally I feel like it’s a lit
tle too late, though,” Schilling
said.
Risser said he understands
the planners are facing an im
posing task — Brown estimates
festival attendance at nearly
50,000 — but said it hasn’t been
conducted as well as Poly Royal
used to be.
“I feel fairly confident that
students are working very hard
to try to put the program
together,” Risser said. “(But) this
is a new program. Certainly
there are some similarities (to
Poly Royal), but it’s a group of
1 people who I think, by and large,
didn’t grow up in the Poly Royal
organization.”
Both Brown and Schilling said
they have played a role in the
miscommunication problems.
“I agree, there is a miscom
munication problem,” Brown
said. “We’ve made mistakes. I
apologize for it, but I don’t know

what else to do.”
Beyond a miscommunication
problem, Schilling said, the issue
involves a power struggle. Before
this week, she said, Risser did
not sit on the Open House Com
mittee and Police Chief Gardiner
did.
“Since the chief of police is sit
ting on our Open House Commit
tee, it seems that a lot of people
in (Public Safety) have shown
some concerns that he was on
there and they weren’t,” Schill
ing said.
Contacted Wednesday, Gar
diner said he is not just
representing the Police Depart
ment. He said he acts as a liaison
for the community in general —
including business groups and
police.
“We didn’t have a ‘Police
Department’ planning person on
the Open House Committee,”
Gardiner said.
Because of communication
breakdowns, Risser hasn’t talked
much with anyone from the com
mittee, he said. From what he
knows, he isn’t certain safety
and security are high on the
Open Ho us e C o m m i t t e e ’s
priority list.
But Schilling said she has
talked to everyone she needs to
talk with.
“I had to talk to certain people
about public safety, parking and
policing and I’ve done all that,”
Schilling said. “(Risser) only con
cerns one part of public safety.”
But Schilling said the mis
communication goes deeper than
Risser.
“From working with (Public
Safety,) I’ve realized that the
communication within their unit
is not very good,” Schilling said.
“I can tell one person there and it
doesn’t travel very well.”
Because Risser does not feel
he has been adequately in
formed, Schilling said she is
planning to meet with him next
week to clear up any of his ques
tions.
“I’m going to be completely
prepared when I go in there,”
Schilling said. “I’m going to bring
everything I have and show him
that I have really covered all my
bases and that it’s going to work
well.”

Sports
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K ung*Fore
AP — Greg Norman is
playing golf with the cool con
fidence of a kung-fu master.
And that could finally give
him his first Masters title.
That is if he gets through
today’s opening round. Nor
man hasn’t broken 70 in the
first round since 1981, his
first Masters.
“I’m working harder now
than I did in my mid 20s, not
only physically but mentally,”
Norman said. “There are a lot
of similarities between mar
tial arts and golf,” the British
Open champion said. “Mind
control.”
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AP — Jayson Williams had seen
enough of the Boston Celtics in his
four NBA seasons to know some
thing was wrong with the team he
was watching from the New Jersey
Nets bench Tuesday night.
Williams scored a career-high 19
points and combined with the Nets
reserves to run the Celtics off the
court in a 120-94 victory.
What Williams was seeing and
what a lot of people around the
NBA are seeing in the 1993-94
season is the Celtics’ worst team
since 1978-79.
With the retirement of Larry
Bird and Kevin McHale over the
past two seasons and the death of

Reggie Lewis last summer, the once
mighty Celtics have fallen hard.
The l oss T u e s d a y ni ght
eliminated the Celtics (26-45) from
the playoffs for the first time since
1978-79.
“I knew this would happen even
tually,” said Celtics coach Chris
Ford, a member of the Celtics
during that losing season. “I knew
at some point we would have to
rebuild.”
Boston is a club that has to
retool. And make no mistake,
rebuilding will probably be a lot
tougher than in the late ‘70s when
they drafted Bird.
The problem now is there is no

v ^ Cam pus Clubs

ENGINEERING

GET IN GEAR!

STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
Sprirra Electlors Coming Soon!
Be A F^art of the New Generation
Applications Available in
Community Senrices Ctr. UU217-D
APPLIC. DUE APR 11th - Into X5834
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
SPRING ORIENTATION
Thursday April 7th 11am -1 2 Noon
Located In UU 204
MAKE A DIFFERENCE - VOLUNTEER!
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
THURS 8PM AG ENG 123

mnouncements '

GRE LSAT

MARK STEWART S ON-CAMPUS PREP.
4/9 GRE.6/13 LSAT.INFO:549-6482
BULLETINS O C P. TESTING OFFICE
CAREER SERVICES needs PEER
ADVISORS. For application Into
call 756-2502. Deadline Apr. 8.
‘ CASH (or COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
or Trade Credit! New com ice
every Thursday-New games each
week! SUB COMICS GAMES AND
POSTERS 785 Marsh St. 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS-TOP 70 CDs only $12.98
MOST CASH fo r used CD, tape, LP,
video games-used CDs from $2.99
Open M-Sat til 9pm-553 Hlguera

MM MUNITV SERVICE CENTER '

GRAND OPENING
Enjoy refreshments and find
out what we are all about!!
APRIL 14 10-3 UU 217-D X5834

FOUNDATION
BOARD OF DIR.
2APPLS
POSITIONS
AVAIL. UU 217A

Ä

R FPYPI F

ENGINEERING

SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS and DECALS
This Thursday on Dexter Lawn
from l i a m - 1pm.
* Support Your College Council *

Services

mnouncements.
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AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS; KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE,
THE CELLAR, THE UNIVERSITY
UNION, FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

WOMEN ISSUES

TUNE IN MONDAYS ON 91.3 KCPR
FOR A WOMEN’S SHOW.
ALSO THE SHOW IS STILL SEEKING
VOLUNTEERS TO HELP OUTI
IF INTERESTED PLEASE CALL
BRIGITTE 549-9629

>r

(ji-eeic News
-’P-

................

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY
AT 11:00 AM.

POL SCI. CLUB
PRESENTS

JOHN ASHBAUGH
CA. STATE ASSEMBLY CANDIDATE
TODAY! 11AM BLDG 10-RM 227

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo
in canneries or $3,000 - $6,000 ^
per mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide benefits.
No Exp. Necessary! For more
into, call: 1(206)545-4155 xA6005

Word Processing
FAST, ACCURATE, STYLISH WORD
PROCESSING: REPORTS.SR.PROJECTS,
RESUMES. CORRES. I PROOF. EDIT
& TRANSLATE WHAT YOU WRITE. PC
LASER PRINTER. •** SALLY 773-2828

AOn

Co-Ed Senrice Fraternity
T O D A rS RUSH EVENT:
3:00PM BBQ O Cuesta Parte

O pportunities

ALPHA ZETA
Applications 4/11

^

II! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

PHI SIG ASSOCIATES:
CAPTURE THE FLAG.
Let the game begin . . .

OZK

GREEKS & CLUBS
Earn $50-$250 for yourself PLUS
up to $500 for your dub! This
fundraiser costs nothing arxl
lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift!
1-800-932-0528 ext 65.

GO B © n

MONEY FOR COLLEGE AVAILABLE
Write For Details! COUNTY
ENTERPRISES BOX 1492 MB 93443-1492

P ic k u p ih 6 ld g 1 0 & 11 - Due

Good Luck in Frats at Bat!
Love, Your £K Coaches!

GREEK WEEK
BLOOD DRIVE
Monday - April 11th 10am-6pm

SUMMER WORK ■ MAKE $5600!
College Credit Available
ACT FAST! Interviews being held
TODAY! 12:30 Bid 21-Rm 237
3:10 and 5:10 Bid 3-Rm 104

COUNSELORS:CAMP WAYNE brother/
sister camp, N.E.PA. 6/23-8/21/94.
Have the most memorable summer of
your life! Coaches, teachers, arxl
college age students rweded to teach
specialty areas. Lots of other jobs
available. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS, Sat
Apr 16th. For more info call 1-800756-CAMP or 516-889-3217 or write
12 Allevard St. Lido Beach, NY 11561
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000 Wmo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& Full-Time employment available.
No experierree necessary!
Call: 1-206-634-0468 exi. C6005

KAYAK INSTRUCTOR WANTED
Call Uoyd at KAYAKS OF MORRO BAY
772-9463

^ : \ i ; ' L o i 5 ' C S " ’F b

FOUND!

:

DID YOU LOSE A NECKLACE?
I found a necklace on the 'P"
It you think it's yours,
call X3421. MUST IDENTIFY!

I SORE. LlkE OkxiOLATt
PßOSTEO SOGAR BOWBS.'
Loovc Movi brown ■mt
VULVCGETS.'
lU

82 SdrrocoSilverA/Cam/tm/cass
5spd runs well-$1950-Jen 756-3883

87SUBRU 2DR 4CY TURBO ORIGINAL
CLEAN. $4300 CALL WILMA 528-6188

Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE STUDIO
AT MUSTANG VILLAGE $100/MO.
til end of quarter (714)434-9492

ROOM FOR RENT
OWN ROOM $250/MO
MORRO BAY - MUST SEE!
WALK TO THE BEACH
544-5675 ASK FOR STEPHANIE

Rental Housing"

Cedar Creek Student Condo $250/mo
Furnished 2Bd 2Ba - Walk to school
Pool! Avail. Sept. 1 - Call 967-6634

EK CONGRATS!

w/ AMY K. at TORTILLA FLATS
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT 9:30 pm
18 4 OVER w/ A COLLEGE ID
kepr kepr kepr kepr kepr kepr

Automobiles
'64 1/2 MUSTANG 289 Auto./Pwr
Steering 4 Brakes/ Pony interior.
15K miles on new engine - $4995
Call 546-0373 - Ask tor Margaret

60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. NorvSmoker, Quiet,
No Pets. 543-7555 * Ask For Bea*
1 BDR HOUSE FOR RENT NOW !!, also
3 arxj 4 Bdr for July 1st Lease.

PHI SIGS

KCPR NEW WAVE
MANIA NIGHT

MAC LASER PRINTER
LASERWRITER LS
$325. JIM 929-4740

3 BEDROOM-2 1/2 BATH LUXURY CONDO
$1200/mo. PICK UP FLYER FOR INFO
® 415 NORTH CHORRO (NF.AR BOYSEN).

A SPLASH TO THE PAST
Fire Up For The
Associate/Active 70’s Nile!

Congratulations Rochelle! We
are so excited for your
engagement to Paul! Good Luck and
Best Wishes to you both!!

For Sale
120 MB Maxtor Drive $130 OBO
Call Chris 9 782-4731

CHEAP RENT

DAY CAMPS serving San Fernando
& Conejo Valleys, Simi, Malibu
& Camarillo seek fun, caring
general counselors & special
Instructors for nature, gym,
horseback riding, swimming,
lishing/boating, crafts, song
leading, ropes course & more.
Now interviewing 818-865-6263.

Tri-Counites Blood Bank
C om er o f Murray & Santa Rosa
Call fo r appointment 543-4290
GIVE LIFE. GIVE BLOOD.

DUE APRIL 18.

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

Employment

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176

1. East Carolina
13-0
2. Stanford
12-1
3. Indiana
6-0
4. UC-Santa Barbara
12-3
5. UC-Santa Cruz
16-6
6. Tufts
4-1
7. Humboldt State
5-1
8. SUNY Binghamton
8-2
9. Cornell
2-2
5-3
10. Georgia
10-4
11. Las Rositas
4-1
12. Alabama
4-0
13. Iowa
14. Michigan
7-2
15. Michigan State
5-1
Others:
2-3
40. Cal Poly
Ranked by The Ultimate Players

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CA LI 756-1143

I

Ì
Courses 100-500 tel. 528-0625

National rankings

Bird seemingly available in the
draft. The Celtics have little to offer
in a trade and the salary cap makes
signing a lot of high-priced talent
impossible.
“We have to be honest with our
fans. There aren’t any miracles out
there. This is going to be a slow
process,” Dave Gavitt, the Celtics
director of basketball operations,
said last month after Boston en
dured a team-record 13-game losing
streak.
The bottom line is a future that
doesn’t look bright for the Big
Green Machine, which will add only
its eighth losing season to a history
that boosts 16 NBA titles.

CLDSSIFIED
AWARDS BANQUET
Ticket Sales on Dexter Lawn
Thursday 12 to 2pm or call X2853

Ultimate Frisbee

C e ltic s m is s f ir s t p la y o f f s s in c e 1 9 7 9

' “ Ernploym entj
** HIRING IMMEDIATELY “
3-5 Ambitious Students Needed
For Promotional Company.
P/T Weekerxis $8-$12/hr - Need Car
CALL 545-9406
AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE!
(CARRIBBEAN, EUROPE, ETC) SUMMER/
PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL
(919) 929-4398 EXT C163.
Alaska Fisheries Summer Employment
EARN UP TO $15,000 THIS SUMMER IN
CANNERIES, PROCESSORS, ETC. MALE/
FEMALE. NO EXPER. NECESSARY. Room/
Board/Travel Often Provided!
GUARANTEED SUCCESS!
(919) 929-4398 Ext A163

WANT 10 SEE SOtAETBlftô
Y1E1R.D’ LOOK AT THE
N0TR\T\OUAL IHTORV\AT)0N
OH THE BACK PANEL.

girts camp in Santa Cmz Mtns.
Salary, room 4 board. Contad
Girt Scouts of Santa Clara County
at (408)287-4170. Day Camp
positions in SJ also available.
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2,000-S4,000>/mo. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan.
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background required or Asian
languages required. For information
call: (206)632-1146 ext. J6005
WANTED
Roc. Major for Activities
Director Position. Job starts
immediately. Part-time during
Spring, full-time during Summer
Must be outgoirra and responsbie.
Pays $7 00/hr. Call Jim 543-1450

COLLEGE GARDEN
APARTMENTS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Where You'll Receive
Quality at an Affordable
Price!
’ Spacious 1 4 2 Bedrooms
’ Private Garage w/Storage
’ Newly Remodeled
’ Peaceful Garden Setting
’ F umished/Unf umished
’ Laundry Fadlities
’ Subleasing Allowed
’ Close to Cal Poly
1/2 OFF
1ST MONTHS
RENT
(with a signed lease)
284 N. Chorro #6
544-3952

FREE RENT

YlON. 100% OF THE
DAILS recov\v\ehoed
ALLOWANCE OF
CAFFEINE

W£i UDOK.' SOU
CAN SEND AWAY
FOR A CHOCOLATE
FROSTED SV)GAR
B01ABS"&JZIY
THE HVJMMIHGBIRO"
doll.'

ALMOST
FOOTHILL HACIENDA APARTMENTS
SECURE YOUR APT. FOR NEXT YEAR
2 BIG BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS
2 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
CALL GREG OR TREVOR AT 545-0667

Spring Sublel 1BDR APT - 5 MIN WALK
TO POLY $240/MO CALL 544-2898

i . Homers for Sale
BEST PRICED HOMES 4 CONDOS
Free List 4 Information Available
On Campus - Call Marguerite
CENTURY 21 SLO 549-0456
FREE LIST of all HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson” ’ 543-8370” ’

8
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Sports

Extra-inning, comeback win: That’s the tick
extra innings with a key hit and a lit
tle help from the Warrior defense.
Senior Kevin 'Tucker made it a onerun contest with a double to center,
scoring junior Bret Mueller from first.
With pinch runner senior Mark
Kuykendall running for 'Tucker,
senior Todd Coburn bunted a ball
back to the mound. Warrior pitcher
Steve Bajari fielded the ball and
threw it into left field, allowing
Kuykendall to score and tying the

By Tim Vincent

Doily Stoff Wfitef

Center fielder Jeff Higbee's traffic
problems may have been just the tick
et the Cal Poly baseball team needed
against Westmont College Tuesday.
Needing to keep a date with traffic
school, Higbee left the field early,
making way for freshman Boyd Dod
der to take the plate. Dodder walked
in the eleventh inning and eventually
scored the winning run on junior Rob
Neal’s RBI single to lift the Mustangs
to a 7-6 non-conference win.
Senior Kevin Hannigan picked up
the win in three innings of relief,
giving up a pair of runs on four hits
Coming from behind
while fanning two. Chris Cumella
Tuesday
took the loss for the Warriors.
Inning
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 T
Westmont took a 6-5 lead in the
Westmont
1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 01 6
top of the eleventh on a two-out
Cal
Poly
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 02 7
double to center by Dan Gray, scoring
W i Kevin Hannigan Lt Chris Cumella
Greg Thompson from second base.
The Mustangs (20-11, 7-4 in
Cal Poly: Andy Hall 2x4, 2run$; Jon
California Collegiate Athletic Associa
MacaluTas 2x3, RBI; Rob Neal 1x5, 2RBIs.
tion play) came back with one out in
the bottom half of the inning as junior
Westmont: Jon Rose 1x3, 2runs; Greg
Marc Townes reached base on an in
Thompson 2x6, run, RBI; Brenf Tucker 2x5,
field single and advanced to second
run, RBI; Chris Kurz 1x4, 2RBIs.
one out later on the walk to Dodder.
Junior Brady Sebok tied the game
Next up:
with a single up the middle to score
Fri., Sat.(2) at Cal State Los Angeles
Townes and set the stage for Neal.
“Brady (Sebok) owed us one after
swinging at a 3-0 pitch (with two on game at 5-5.
and no outs in the eighth),” Mustang
“I just wanted to get up there,
interim head coach Kent Agler said. make contact and hopefully start
“It was nice that he picked it back up something,” 'Tucker said. “It was nice
and got us back into the game.
to get guys on base, rally and pull one
“We didn’t swing the bats as well out. It’s a big confidence booster going
as we have in past games but we got into the next series (against Cal State
the key hits when we needed them Los Angeles).”
The Warriors broke a 1-1 tie in the
and that’s what counts in the end.”
Trailing 5-3 in the bottom of the fourth inning, sparked by a two-run
ninth. Cal Poly sent the game into double by Chris Kurz off of Mustang

"Brady (Sebok) owed us one
after swinging at a 3-0 pitch,"

Kent Agler
Baseball Interim Head Coach
starter sophomore Mike Lee to take a
4-1 lead. Lee went five innings on the
mound, allowing four runs on six hits
while walking four and striking out
six.
“We planned that he (Lee) would go
until he got into trouble,” Agler said.
“He had moments where he looked
like he would settle down and then he
would lapse. We just needed to get a
few innings work for him and this
game was a good opportunity to do
that.”
Cal Poly cut the lead to 4-3 in the
eighth with Townes scoring on a wild
pitch and Higbee touching the plate
on a sacrifice fly by Neal. Sophomore
Jon Macalutas was 2-for-3 with an
RBI and Neal drove in a pair of runs
to lead the Mustangs offensively.
“We started slow and didn’t really
get fired up until the sixth inning,”
Agler said. “Their pitcher (starter
Brian Priem) kind of kept us off
balance in the early innings. But we
eventually got back on track and did
well enough to pick up the win.”
The Mustangs gear up for a CCAA
matchup this weekend at Cal State
Los Angeles with Shannon Stephens
expected to take the mound on
Friday. Saturday’s contests will likely
see R.J. Simone and Robbie Weeks
throwing for Cal Poly. The Mustangs
return home April 15 for a threegame series with Cal State Domin
guez Hills following an April 12 game
against Division I opponent Fresno
State.

A tte n tio n J u n e G ra d u a te s E l Corral Bookstore presents

I
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^ n io r Kevin Hannigan earned his first win of the year, c o m > g
in for relief in the ninth inning / Daily photo by Lorena Arnold

Never Plead
GUILTY
K n o w b o th y o u r rig h ts a n d o p tio n s
b e fo re
^ o to c o u r t .

G R E G O R Y JACOBSON
541-3616
974 Walnut SLO

Free Phone Consultation

t:

•20 years in defense experience .
•former Deputy District Attorney ‘

A special 3 -d a y event f o r a ll June G raduates
O r d e r all your graduation needs including:

JUST THE
Awaiting an offer letter?
Need to get your resume there today?
W HY LEAVE CAMPUS when you can use
the College of Business computer lab's
FAX SERVICE?!

Class Rings (save up to $130 on Gold Rings),
Personalized Graduation Announcements,
Thank You Notes, Custom Seal Note Cards,

481-7553

HWr 101 BTWN OAK PARK ANO
BnSCO RO. ARROYO CRANOC

TUESDAY &VVEDNESDAY ALL àicjws $3.50^

Certificates o f Appreciation, Diploma Plaques,

★ THE PAPER (R)

¡pbesented in digital)

(11:40 2:05 4:25) 7:25 9:45

Graduation Information, and much more.

★ NAKED GUN 33 1/3 (PG-13)
(11:20 1:00 3D0 5.00) 7:45 9:50

THREESOME (R)
(12:05 2:15 4:30) 7:15 9:55
A T H U M M U N A T « ^ 01:25 1:15 3:10 5 05)
★ GUARDING TESS (PG-13) 7:30 9:45

★ LEPRECHAUN 2 (R)

★ HOUSE OF SPIRITS (R)

01:40 2:05 4:40) 7:05 10:00

(11:30 2:00 4:30) 7:10 9:55

★ CUFFÖRD 7PG-13j

D on V miss this event! Look for the blue tent

~ A MAJ6r“LEAGUE 2 (PG)

(11:45 2:10 4:50) 7:40 9:40

inside E l Corral Bookstore. There will be discounts

(★) FILMS)

(11:50 2:20 4:50) 7:00 9:30

★ MIGHTY ^U C kS 2 (PG)

k (11:35 2:25 4:55) 7:35 9 50

★ JlMMltOLLYWOOD (R)
(11:55 2:15 4:45) 7:20 9:40

at 11:15 am SATURDAYS AND'SÜNDÄYS'ÄTV4'5 pm WEEK^^^

on class rings, prize drawings, important
KIRPATRICK

information, and more!

A N D

BOSWELL

3-D A Y S ONLY!!

APRIL 13,14,15
(Wednesday-Friday)

10a m -4

pm

E lC b tid
B o o k sto ie

P e r s o n a l In j u r y

M e d ic a l M a l p r a c t ic e

Accidents: Automobile
Motorcycle
Boating
Pedestrian
Railroad

Misdi;ignosis
Hospital Negligence

C r im in a l D e f e n s e
Wr o n g f u l D eath

Mark R. Boswell - B.E.D. M.A.j.D. - Poly Paralegal Instructor
__i£nard_jqr^trick >Retired SLO Suncrior Court ludee

free Initial Consultalion • 5 4 1 -1 1 8 3 • 1045 Mill St. SIO

